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Abstract:In this paper, we present a modification of the local remaining execution-time and local time domain (LRE-TL)
real-time multiprocessor scheduling algorithm, aimed at reducing the scheduling overhead in terms of task migrations.
LRE-TL achieves optimality by employing the fairness rule at the end of each time slice in a fluid schedule model. LRETL makes scheduling decisions using two scheduling events. The bottom (B) event, which occurs when a task consumes
its local utilization, has to be preempted in order to resume the execution of another task, if any, or to idle the processor
if none exist. The critical (C) event occurs when a task consumes its local laxity, which means that the task cannot
wait anymore and has to be scheduled for execution immediately or otherwise it will miss its deadline. Event C always
results in a task migration. We have modified the initialization procedure of LRE-TL to make sure that tasks that have
higher probability of firing a C event will always be considered for execution first. This will ensure that the number of
C events will always be at a minimum, thereby reducing the number of task migrations.
Key words: Real-time, multiprocessor, scheduling, migration, preemption

1. Introduction
In real-time systems the correctness of the system does not depend on only the logical results produced, but also
on the physical time at which these results are produced [1–5]. Meeting the deadlines of a real-time task set in a
real-time multiprocessor system requires the use of an optimal scheduling algorithm. A scheduling algorithm is
said to be optimal if it successfully schedules all tasks in the system without missing any deadline provided that
a feasible schedule exists for the tasks [3,5–8]. The scheduling algorithm decides which processor the task will
be executed on, as well as the order of the tasks’ execution. Although a scheduling algorithm may be optimal,
sometimes it cannot be applied practically [9]. This is because of the scheduling overheads, in terms of task
preemptions and migrations that accompany its work. These overheads can potentially be very high, especially
when considering the hardware architecture. The fact that jobs can migrate from one processor to another
can result in additional communication loads and cache misses, leading to increased worst-case execution times
[10–12].
In this paper, we consider the possibility of reducing the scheduling overhead incurred by task migrations
in the LRE-TL algorithm, which uses deadline partitioning, or a time slices technique, in order to generate a
successful schedule if a possible one exists. The idea behind our work to reduce task migrations in this algorithm
is considering the tasks with largest local remaining execution first (LLREF) or least laxity first (LLF) when
∗ Correspondence:
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initializing the TL-plane, i.e. at the beginning of each time slice. We have realized through extensive experiments
that such tasks, when not considered for execution first, would likely fire a critical (C) event, which in turn
would result in task migration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the task model and defines the terms
that will be used in this paper. Section 3 gives an overview of real-time multiprocessor scheduling as well as
reviewing some related algorithms. In Section 4 we show how to reduce task migrations in LRE-TL. In Sections
5 and 6 we present and discuss the experimental results, and lastly we conclude with Section 7.

2. Model and term definitions
In real-time systems, a periodic task [13] is one that is released at a constant rate. A periodic task Ti is
usually described by two parameters: its worst-case execution requirement ei and its period pi . The release of
a periodic task is called a job. Each job of Ti is described as Tik = ( ei , pi ) where k=1, 2, 3, . . . . The deadline
of the k th job of Ti , i.e. Tik , is the arrival time of job Ti(k+1) , i.e. at (k + 1)pi . A task’s utilization is one
of the important parameters and is described as ui = ei/pi . A task’s utilization is defined as the portion of
time that the task needs to execute after it is released and before it reaches its deadline. The total as well as
the maximum utilization of a task set T are described as Usum and Umax , respectively. A periodic task set is
schedulable on m identical multiprocessors iﬀ Usum ≤ m and Umax ≤ 1 [14].
3. Literature review
Scheduling on real-time multiprocessor systems can be classified into three categories: partitioning, global, and
cluster scheduling. Due to the large deficiencies of partitioning as well as cluster approaches, there has been
much interest in recent years in global schedulers. This is because in global scheduling, tasks are allowed to
migrate between processors. Hence, they are able to achieve the highest processor utilizations. Unfortunately,
uniprocessor scheduling algorithms cannot be used here since they produce low processor utilization. Hence,
recently there has been much interest in designing new global algorithms that are not extended from their
uniprocessor counter parts, particularly in global optimal scheduling algorithms. In [15] Baruah et al. introduced
the Pfair algorithm, the first optimal multiprocessor scheduling algorithm for the periodic real-time task model
with implicit deadlines. As a global scheduler able to migrate tasks between processors, Pfair can successfully
schedule any task set whose execution requirement does not exceed processor capacity. However, recently, a
number of proposed algorithms have exploited the concept of deadline partitioning (dividing the time into time
slices wherein all tasks share the same deadline) to achieve optimality while greatly reducing the number of
required preemptions and migrations, such as in LLREF [16] and LRE-TL [14].

3.1. Largest local remaining execution first (LLREF) algorithm
LLREF is a real-time multiprocessor scheduling algorithm based on the fluid scheduling model, in which all
tasks are executed at a constant rate. LLREF divides the schedule into time and local execution time planes
(TL-planes or time slices), which are determined by task deadlines. The algorithm schedules tasks by creating
smaller “local” jobs within each TL-plane. The only parameters considered by the algorithm during a TL-plane
are the parameters of the local jobs. When a TL-plane completes, the next TL-plane is started. The duration
of each TL-plane is the amount of time between consecutive deadlines [16]. For example, consider the task set
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Sample task set 1.

Ti
T1
T2
T3

ei
3
5
8

pi
7
11
17

In this case, the intervals of the TL-planes will be as shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2. TL-plane intervals for the task set in Table 1.

TL-plane
TL-0
TL-1
TL-2
TL-3
TL-4
TL-5
.
.

Interval
[0, 7)
[7, 11)
[11, 14)
[14, 17)
[17, 21)
[21, 22)
.
.

Within each TL-plane, the local execution is calculated for all tasks. For example, if tf0 and tf1 are the
starting and ending times of a TL-plane, then Ti ’s local execution is calculated using Eq. (1).
li, 0 = ui (tf1 − tf0 )
Recall that ui =

ei
pi

(1)

as mentioned previously in Section 2. This means that the local execution of each task is

proportional to its utilization.
For example, given the task set in Table 1, then the local executions of the first three tasks on the first
TL-plane [0, 7) are calculated as follows.
local execution f or task T1 : l1, 0 = ui (tf1 − tf0 ) =

3
× (7 − 0) = 3.0
7

local execution f or task T2 : l2, 0 = ui (tf1 − tf0 ) =

5
× (7 − 0) = 3.2
11

local execution f or task T3 : l3, 0 = ui (tf1 − tf0 ) =

8
× (7 − 0) = 3.3
17

If task Ti starts its execution at time tx then its local remaining execution li ,x starts to decrease. Whenever
a scheduling event occurs, LLREF selects the m highest remaining execution tasks for execution. The selected
tasks will continue to execute until one of the following events occur [16].
• Event B : the bottom (B) event occurs when a task completes its local remaining execution (i.e. when li,x
= 0) [16].
• Event C : the critical (C) event occurs when a task consumes its local laxity and cannot wait anymore;
therefore, it must be selected directly for execution or else it will miss its deadline (i.e. li, x = ui × (tf1 −
tfx ) [16].
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Figure 1 shows both B and C events.

C Event
T0
.
.

Tf1

TN

Tf0

B Event

Figure 1. The bottom (B) and the critical (C) events.

LLREF continues to execute until all tasks within the TL-plane complete their local remaining execution
[16], and then the next TL-plane is initialized and the process is repeated.
3.2. Local remaining execution-time and local time domain (LRE-TL) algorithm
LLREF introduces high overhead in terms of running time as well as preemptions and migrations [14]. LRE-TL
is a modification of LLREF. The key idea of LRE-TL is that there is no need to select tasks for execution based
on the largest local remaining execution time when a scheduling event occurs. In fact, any task with remaining
local execution time will do. This idea greatly reduces the number of migrations within each TL-plane compared
to LLREF. Moreover, LRE-TL is extended to support scheduling of sporadic tasks with implicit deadlines while
achieving a utilization bound of m [14].
The LRE-TL algorithm contains four procedures. The main procedure starts by calling the TL-plane
initializer procedure at each TL-plane boundary. Then it checks for each type of scheduling event and calls the
respective handler when an event occurs. After that, the main procedure instructs the processors to execute
their designated tasks [14].
The TL-plane initializer, which is called at each TL-plane boundary, sets all parameters for the new
TL-plane. The A event handler determines the local remaining execution of a newly arrived sporadic task. The
B and C event handler handles the bottom (B) events as well as the critical (C) events [14].
LRE-TL maintains three heaps, the deadline heap H D , the B event heap H B , and the C event heap H C .
The algorithm starts by first initializing the TL-plane, in which the deadline heap will be populated with tasks
that arrived at time Tcur , and then the algorithm starts adding tasks to be scheduled for execution on heap H B
until all processors are occupied. After that, all remaining tasks will be added to heap H C . For tasks added to
heap H B and H C , their keys are set to the time at which the task will trigger a scheduling event [14].
The LRE-TL algorithm will not preempt a task unless it is absolutely necessary. When a B event occurs,
the task that generated the B event will be preempted and replaced by the minimum of heap H C , the closest
task to fire a C event. All tasks that were executing prior to the B event will continue to execute (on the same
processor) after the B event is handled, unlike LLREF, which sorts the tasks according to their LLREF and
selects the m largest ones to be scheduled for executions. On the other hand, when a C event occurs, the task
that fired the C event should be immediately scheduled for execution. This is done by preempting the minimum
of heap H B and replacing it with the task that fired the C event. The preempted task, in turn, will be added
to heap H C [14].
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4. Reducing task migrations
As discussed previously, the overheads incurred by global scheduling can potentially be very high, especially
when considering the hardware architecture. The fact that jobs can migrate from one processor to another
can result in additional communication loads and cache misses, leading to increased worst-case execution times
[10]. We mentioned before that LRE-TL starts execution by first initializing the TL-plane, wherein the deadline
heap HD is updated with the deadline of tasks that arrived at time Tcur . Then heaps HB and HC are
populated with tasks selected for execution and tasks that will remain idle until they consume their local laxity,
respectively. We realized that if we first sort the tasks with LLREF, before populating heaps HB and HC ,
a significant reduction of event C , which results in task migration, is noticed. The following example clearly
explains this.
4.1. Example
In this example we clearly show the eﬀect of sorting tasks with LLREF on the reduction of C events, which
result in task migrations.
4.1.1. Case 1: Scheduling without sorting tasks
Table 3 shows 8 tasks with their worst-case execution requirement ei , period pi , and local remaining execution
li for the first TL-plane, which has the interval [0, 10).
As we mentioned previously, LRE-TL does not consider tasks’ laxity when selecting them for executions.
Hence, the first 4 tasks T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , and T 4 will be selected for executions and added to heap H B . Remember
that for tasks selected for executions, the value of l i,t denotes the time at which the task will end execution.
All remaining tasks are instructed to wait until they consume their laxity if none of the running tasks finish
execution. In this case, the laxity of each task is calculated before it is added to heap H C as follows.
Table 3. Sample task set 2.

Ti
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

ei
8
10
5
8
1
11
3
15

pi
17
30
11
29
10
13
26
18

li,0 [0, 10) =
4.7
3.3
4.5
2.8
1.0
8.5
1.2
8.3

ei
pi

× (10 − 0)

If we would like to schedule the tasks on a system of 4 processors, then both heaps HB and HC would
be initialized, as shown in Table 4.
laxity of task T5 : = (tf1 − l5, 0 ) = 10 − 1.0 = 9.0
laxity of task T6 : = (tf1 − l6, 0 ) = 10 − 8.5 = 1.5
laxity of task T7 : = (tf1 − l7, 0 ) = 10 − 1.2 = 8.8
laxity of task T8 : = (tf1 − l8, 0 ) = 10 − 8.3 = 1.7
Table 4 illustrates the initialization of heaps HB and HC for the first TL-plane.
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Table 4. Initialization of H B and H C for the first TL-plane in the period [0, 10).

TL-plane
Heap HB
T4 T2
2.8 3.3
Heap HC
T6 T8
1.5 1.7

0 [0, 10)
T3
4.5

T1
4.7

T7
8.8

T5
9.0

It can be clearly seen from Table 4 that two tasks will fire C events at time Tcur = 1.5 and Tcur = 1.7,
respectively. The first C event will be fired by task T6 and will result in the preemption and migration of task
T4 . In this case, task T6 , which has local remaining execution 8.5, will start execution from time Tcur = 1.5
and hence will end execution exactly at the end of the first TL-plane at time Tcur = 10. On the other hand,
the preempted task T4 , which has local execution 2.8, has already consumed 1.5 units of its work, meaning that
its remaining execution unit amount is 2.8 – 1.5 = 1.3. Hence, task T4 is instructed to wait until time Tcur =
(10 – 1.3) = 8.7, at which it will reach zero laxity as the worst case if none of the executing tasks finish their
work.
The second C event will be fired by task T8 , at time Tcur = 1.7 as mentioned previously and will
result in the preemption and migration of task T 2 . In this case, task T8 , which has local execution 8.3, will
start execution from time Tcur = 1.7 and hence will end execution exactly at the end of the first TL-plane at
time Tcur = 10. On the other hand, the preempted task T2 , which has remaining execution 3.3, has already
consumed 1.7 units of its work, meaning that its remaining execution unit amount is 3.3 – 1.7 = 1.6. Hence,
task T2 is instructed to wait until time Tcur = (10 – 1.6) = 8.4, at which it will reach zero laxity as the worst
case if none of the executing tasks finish their work.
Figure 2 illustrates the schedule generated by LRE-TL for the first TL-plane, which has the period [0,
10).

Processors

P4

T4

P3

T6
T3

P2

T2

T2

T8

P1

T1
0

1

T1

T5

2

T4

T4
3

T7

4

5

T3

T7
6

T2

7

T5

8

9

T6

T8

Figure 2. The schedule generated by LRE-TL for the first TL-plane [0, 10) without sorting the tasks.

It can be clearly seen that task T4 is preempted from processor P4 at time Tcur = 1.5 and resumed
later on processor P1 at time Tcur = 4.7, i.e. after the end of task T1 . Note that task T1 is resumed before
task T7 since its laxity when preempted is set to 8.7, which is less than the laxity of task T7 , which is 8.8.
On the other hand, task T2 is preempted from processor P1 at time Tcur = 1.7 and resumed later on
processor P3 at time Tcur = 4.5, after the end of task T3 . Also note that task T2 is resumed before task T5
since its laxity when preempted is set to 8.4, which is less than the laxity of task T5 , which is 9.0.
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4.1.2. Case 2: Scheduling with task Sorted using LLREF
On the other hand, when tasks are sorted with their local remaining executions according to LLREF, we get
the order shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Task set of Table 3 after sorting with LLREF.

Ti
T6
T8
T1
T3
T2
T4
T7
T5

ei
11
15
8
5
10
8
3
1

pi
13
18
17
11
30
29
26
10

li,0 [0, 10) =
8.5
8.3
4.7
4.5
3.3
2.8
1.2
1.0

× (10 − 0)

ei
pi

In this case we can see from Table 6 that no C event will be fired since all tasks of heap HB will finish
their executions before tasks of heap HC consume their local laxity. Therefore, no task migration will happen.
Table 6. Initialization of H B and H C for the first TL-plane for task set in Table 5.

TL-plane 0 [0, 10)
Heap HB
T3
T1
4.5
4.7
Heap HC
T2
T4
6.7
7.2

T8
8.3

T6
8.5

T7
8.8

T5
9.0

Processors

Figure 3 illustrates the generated schedule when tasks are sorted according to LLREF for the first TLplane, which has the period [0, 10).

P4

T3

P3

T1

T2

T4

P2

T8

P1

T6
0

1
T1

2

3
T4

T5

4
T7

5
Time
T3

6
T2

T7

7
T5

8

9

T6

T8

10

Figure 3. The schedule generated by LRE-TL for the first TL-plane [0, 10) when tasks are sorted according to LLREF.

It can be clearly seen that all tasks successfully completed their executions and none of them are being
preempted and resumed later in a diﬀerent processor, i.e. none of the tasks are preempted and migrated.
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5. The proposed solution
We supposed that, as mentioned before, the sorting of tasks would increase the complexity of the TL-plane
initializer procedure [14]. To overcome this problem, we utilized the indirect built-in sort functionality of heaps.
Since heaps are used to maintain the minimum (or maximum element) in its root node [17,18], we can retrieve
the elements from a heap in ascending (or descending) order by extracting items from the heap one by one. In
LRE-TL, heap HC is used to hold tasks that are waiting to be scheduled for execution until they fire C event,
i.e. the minimum element in HC is the task that has the minimum key (laxity), which means it is the closest
task to fire a C event. Hence, we propose to do the following: first, we populate heap HC with all available
tasks in the task set T after calculating their local laxity (lines 3–7 in Figure 3). Second, after heap HC is
populated, we extract the first m tasks from it, add them to heap HB , and assign them to the m processors
(lines 9–16 in Figure 3). Since heap HC maintains the element with the minimum key (laxity) at the top, the
tasks extracted back from it will be ordered accordingly to their least laxity first, which is also equivalent to
the LLREF order. In this case the complexity of the TL-plane initialization procedure will remain the same
and will not be aﬀected. Figure 4 shows the original LRE-TL initializer procedure.
m : number of processors (2, 4, 8, 16, 32)
T: set n of tasks (4, 8, 16, 32, 64)
1.

Start

2.

Update the deadline heap with tasks that arrived at Tcur

3.

z=1

4.

for all tasks in T

5.

l = ui(Tf - Tcur)

6.

if z <= m then

7.

Ti.key = Tcur + l

8.

Ti.proc-id = z

9.

z.task-id = Ti

10.

HB.insert(Ti)

11.
12.
13.
14.

z=z+ 1
else
Ti.key = Tf – l
HC.insert(Ti)

15.

end if

16.

end for

17.

z' = z + 1

18.

While z' <=m

19.

//Null all remaining processors if any

z'.task-id=NULL

20.

end while

21.

End

Figure 4. The original LRE-TL initialize procedure.

Figure 5 shows the original LRE-TL initialize procedure in flowchart form.
The proposed LRE-TL initializer procedure is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. The flowchart of the original LRE-TL initializer procedure.

Figure 7 shows the proposed LRE-TL initialize procedure in flowchart form.

6. Results and discussion
In order to test the modified LRE-TL algorithm, we have conducted extensive experimental work. We have
tested the algorithm using task sets of size 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 tasks generated with random utilization using a
uniform integer distribution. For each task set we have generated 1000 samples; for example, for the first random
set of tasks (i.e. 4 tasks on 2 processors), we have generated 1000 samples, and similarly for the remaining sets.
Figure 8 shows the diﬀerence between the total task migrations for the first TL-plane for all sets of tasks. It
can be clearly seen from Figure 8 that task migrations are greatly reduced when using the modified LRE-TL
algorithm.
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m : number of processors (2, 4, 8, 16, 32)
T: set n of tasks (4, 8, 16, 32, 64)
1.

Start

2.

Update the deadline heap with tasks that arrived at Tcur

3.

for all active tasks

4.

l = ui(Tf - Tcur)

5.

Ti.key = Tf – l

6.

HC.insert(Ti)

7.

end for

8.

z=1

9.

while (z<=m and NOT Hc.isEmpty())

10.

T=HC.extract-min()

11.

T.key= Tf - T.key + Tcur

12.

T.proc-id = z

13.

z.task-id = T

14.

HB.insert(T)

15.

z=z+ 1

16.

end while

17.

z' = z + 1

18.

while z' <=m

19.

//Null all remaining processors if any

z'.task-id=NULL

20.

end while

21.

End

Figure 6. The modified LRE-TL initialize procedure.

To verify that the obtained results of the modified LRE-TL algorithm are statistically significant, we
have conducted an independent-samples t-test. We have compared the results of task migrations of the modified
LRE-TL against the results obtained by the original LRE-TL algorithm.
The stated hypotheses of the t-test are:
1) The null hypothesis, denoted H 0 , which states that the diﬀerence in task migrations between the modified
LRE-TL and the original LRE-TL algorithm is not significant.
2) The alternative hypothesis, denoted H 1 , which states that the diﬀerence in task migrations between the
modified LRE-TL and the original LRE-TL algorithm is significant.
Table 7 summarizes the obtained t-test results. Note that the X̄ column refes to the average number of
migrations, the Std column refers to the standard deviations, the t-value column refers to the obtained t-test
value, and the P-value column refers to the probability of the obtained t-test result. The significance of the
t-test results depends on whether the obtained P-value is less than the stated significance level, i.e. α = 0.01
or α = 0.05. If the P-value is greater than the stated value of α then the t-test accepts the null hypothesis,
H 0 , and rejects the alternative hypothesis, H 1 , and hence no significance is reported. Otherwise, the t-test
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Figure 7. The flowchart of the proposed LRE-TL initializer procedure.

rejects the null hypothesis, H 0 , and accepts the alternative hypothesis H 1 , which indicates the significance of
the obtained results.
As can be clearly seen from Table 7 the obtained P-values of the t-test are all less than the stated value
of α (0.01) and hence the accepted hypothesis is H 1 , which means that the obtained results are of significant
diﬀerence.
On the other hand, the sign of the obtained t-value indicates the direction of the diﬀerence in sample
means. Since the signs of the obtained t-values are all negative, this means that the mean of the first sample,
i.e. the modified LRE-TL algorithm, is less than the mean of the second sample, i.e. the original LRE-TL
algorithm. Hence, we can conclude that the results of the t-test indicate a significant reduction in the obtained
task migration results at the level of α = 0.01. These results suggest that the modified LRE-TL algorithm
really does have an eﬀect on task migrations. Specifically, our results suggest that when the modified LRE-TL
algorithm is used, task migrations are reduced significantly.
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3000
Proposed Procedure

2500

Original Procedure
2000
1500
1000
500
0
4 Tasks on 2
Processors

8 Tasks on 4
Processors

16 Tasks on 8
Processors

32 Tasks on 16 64 Tasks on 32
Processors
Processors

Number of Tasks per processors

Figure 8. Total task migrations: modified vs. original LRE-TL ( U ≤ m) .
Table 7. The t-test results.

Test sample
1000 sets of:
4 tasks on
2 processors
8 tasks on
4 processors
16 tasks on
8 processors
32 tasks on
16 processors
64 tasks on
32 processors

The modified LRETL algorithm
X̄
Std

The original LRE-TL
algorithm
X̄
Std

t-value

0.132

0.339

0.206

0.405

–4.435

9.7282e-06

H1

0.373

0.699

0.624

0.812

–7.409

1.8809e-13

H1

0.575

1.151

1.026

1.364

–7.989

2.3084e-15

H1

0.876

1.931

1.617

2.321

–7.762

1.3462e-14

H1

1.212

3.255

2.517

4.044

–7.950

3.1690e-15

H1

P-value

Accepted
hypothesis

We have also tested the algorithm using random task sets generated with full utilization, i.e.

n
∑

ui = m .

i=1

Figure 9 shows the diﬀerence between the total task migrations for the first TL-plane for all generated task
sets. In this case, the modified algorithm also outperforms the original one, as can be seen from Figure 9 and
the reported reduction in task migrations.
Furthermore, we have implemented the modified algorithm as well as the original one using the task
set example given in Table 3 earlier from time t = 0 until time t = 29, i.e. the first 10 TL-planes. The
implementation has been conducted on a machine with a Core I7 processor equipped with 4 cores. We have
used Java Visual VM of Oracle (https://visualvm.java.net) to trace the tasks. Figure 10 shows the results of
the CPU profiler of Java Visual VM for the original LRE-TL.
In Figure 11, we show the results of the CPU profiler of Java Visual VM for the modified LRE-TL.
The results achieved by the modified algorithm can be seen in the reduction of the number of invocations
of the procedure handleBorCEvent that handles both scheduling events B and C, as well as the helper procedure
used to manage the heaps.
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Figure 9. Total task migrations: modified vs. original LRE-TL ( U = m) .

Figure 10. The result of CPU profiler of Java Visual VM for the original algorithm.

Figure 11. The result of CPU Profiler of Java Visual VM for the modified algorithm.
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7. Conclusion
One of the major issues that aﬀect the practicality of optimal real-time multiprocessor scheduling algorithms
is the large amount of scheduling overhead they generate. Hence, this paper presented a modified version of
the LRE-TL algorithm aimed at reducing task migration overheads. LRE-TL does not consider tasks with
the largest local remaining execution to be scheduled for execution first. We have discovered that such tasks
with largest local remaining execution always have the minimum laxity, which means that not selecting them
for execution first will increase their probability of firing a C event, which in turn results in task migration.
For example, the simulation showed that on 2 processors, the achieved reduction in task migrations was 64%.
On 4 processors, the achieved reduction was 59%. On 8 processors, the achieved reduction was 56%. On 16
processors, the achieved reduction was 54%. On 32 processors, the achieved reduction was 48%. The statistical
t-test conducted showed a significant reduction of task migrations when using the modified version of LRE-TL
against the original one.
Although the modified LRE-TL algorithm presented in this paper reduced the amount of task migrations
by 56% on average, the incurred overhead still seems to be quite high. For example, for the task set generated
with full utilization (Figure 9), the average number of task migrations on 32 processors achieved was 19
migrations per TL-plane, i.e. more than half of the number of processors. This initiates the need for new
approaches rather than fairness to schedule real-time tasks even though it ensures the optimality of the algorithm.
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